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Abstract 
Let X be a space of dimension at most I. Then, the fundamental group is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of the first Tech homotopy group based on finite open covers. Consequently, for a one- 
dimensional continuum X, the fundamental group is isomorphic to a subgroup of the first Tech 
homotopy group. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction and the main result 
In former papers [5,2], we studied the fundamental groups of certain nonlocally simply 
connected spaces by means of the notion of free u-products. We have not known whether 
the fundamental group of the Sierpinski gasket or carpet can be represented as a subgroup 
of the free a-products of the integer group Z (Question 3.9 of [2]). On the other hand, the 
Griffiths theorem [IO] provides a presentation of the fundamental group of the Hawaiian 
earring W, i.e., 
u {(qy,: (Ll- l/n)2 +1J2 = l/n?}. 
as a certain subgroup of the canonical inverse limit of finitely generated free groups. 
(An error of the proof was corrected in [ 111.) Since the limit is the first tech homotopy 
group of W, the Griffiths representation is regarded as a presentation of the fundamental 
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group as a subgroup of the first Tech homotopy group of IHl. (An description of the Tech 
homotopy group is given in Appendix A directly based on open covers, which is suitable 
for our purpose.) 
In the present paper, we show that for any one-dimensional compact Hausdorff space 
X, hence in particular for the Sierpinski gasket, the Sierpinski carpet and for the Menger 
sponge, the fundamental group of X is isomorphic to a subgroup of the first Tech 
homotopy group of X. For the definition of the dimension of a space in this paper, see 
the paragraph before Remark 1.3. The dimension in our sense coincides with the usual 
covering dimension for normal spaces [8]. 
Theorem 1.1. Let X be a space of dimension at most 1. Then, the fundamental group 
~1 (X, x) is isomorphic to a subgroup of theJirst tech homotopy group irF(X, x) based 
on finite open covers. 
Consequently, 
Corollary 1.2. For a one-dimensional continuum X, the fundamental group 7r1 (X, x) is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of the first tech homotopy group irl (X, x). 
What we actually prove is that the “canonical” homomorphism p : ~1 (X, z) + 
iif (X, zr) is injective. After introducing basic definitions and notations, we review the 
definition of the homomorphism. Throughout the present paper, all spaces are assumed 
to be Hausdorff. A path f in a space X is a continuous map from a closed interval 
[a, b] to X. If a path f satisfies f(a) = f(b) = 2, then it is called a loop at 5. Let 
f : [a! b] + X and g : [b, c] + X be paths. Define 7: [a, b] ---f X by f(t) = f(a + b - t) 
and f g : [a, c] + X by f . g t [a, b] = f and f g / [b, c] = g. For simplicity, unless 
otherwise stated, all homotopies between two paths or loops are assumed to fix the end 
points. For example, a loop f : [O, l] + X is said to be null-homotopic if f is homotopic 
to the constant map f(0) relative to (0, 1). We use the notation (a, b) for a closed interval 
[a, b] or [b, u] according as a < b or b < a, respectively. 
Fix a point x0 E X. Let 24 be an open cover of X and xu E U with x0 E ZU. For a 
loop f at ZO! a loop fu in the nerve X, is defined as follows [7]. 
WetakeasequenceO==to<tl <...<t,= 1 and elements Un! . . . , U, E U with 
the following properties: 
l f(ti) E U, for each 0 < i < m and UO = U,, = XU; 
0 f([ti, &+i]) c U, U &+I for 0 < i < m. 
Define fu : [0, l] t X, as fu (ti) = U, and extend linearly on each [tz, ti+ I]. Then, such 
an fu is unique up to homotopy, i.e., 
(1) Take another sequence 0 = tb < t; < . I < ti = 1 and elements Ul, . . , VA E U 
and define a loop f& in Xu so as to satisfy the above two conditions. Then, fu 
and & are homotopic. 
(2) If g is a loop in X homotopic to f, gu and fu are also homotopic. 
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(3) Let f and g be loops at ~0. Take another base point XL E U and let fh and gh 
be the corresponding loops in X,. Then, fu and gu are homotopic if and only if 
.fh and gh are homotopic. 
The set of all open covers of X is denoted by Cov(X) and the set of all finite open 
covers of X is denoted by CovF (X). For a loop f at 50; we denote the homotopy 
class containing f by [f] E 7rl(X,zo). Now, [f] ” is the element of the first Tech 
homotopy group using finite covers irF(X, J.) corresponding to f, i.e., [f]“(u) = [fin]. 
The canonical homomorphism p : ~1 (X, 2) + iif is defined by ~([f]) = [f”. 
(A canonical homomorphism from ~1 (X, Z) to ii1 (X. Z) is also defined similarly, though 
we do not use it here.) 
A cover U has order at most n, if for any distinct n+l-many members VO, . V, E V 
the intersection ny=“=, V is empty. We say that the dimension of a space X is at most ‘n, 
if any U E Cov”(X) has a refinement V E Cov”(X) of order n+l. 
Remark 1.3. Theorem 1.1 does not hold for a two-dimensional space. For example, the 
one point union of two copies of the cones over the Hawaiian earrings [9] is not simply 
connected. On the other hand, it is easy to see that the first tech homotopy group of this 
space is trivial. 
Remark 1.4. Theorem 1.1 contrasts with the following result [6]: Let X be an LC” 
compact metric space for n 3 0. Then, the canonical homomorphism from singular 
homology group &+I (X) to the eech homology group B7,+l (X) is surjective. 
Remark 1.5. We mention some group theoretic properties about the difference between 
YTI (X. :E) and ii1 (X, Z) from [3]. 
(1) Let X be a compact metric space and W the Hawaiian earring. Then, any homo- 
morphic image from ii1 (X, x) to ~1 (W, o) is countable. In addition if X is locally 
connected, the image is finitely generated. 
(2) Let X be a one-dimensional, locally connected, compact metric space and N be 
a normal subgroup of irl (X, Z) containing ‘p(7r1 (X, z)). Then, the abelianization 
of ii1 (X, :x)/N is complete modulo the Ulm subgroup (see [4,5]). In particular, 
any homomorphism from ii1 (X. Z) to Z which vanishes on Im y is the zero ho- 
momorphism. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
The first lemma is well known [ 1, p. 1381, but we include a sketch of the proof for 
the sake of completeness. 
Lemma 2.1 (Borsuk). tRt X be a one-dimensional locally connected continuum. if X 
does not contain the simple closed curve, X is contractible. 
Proof. Since X is locally connected, it is arcwise connected. Also since X is one- 
dimensional and X contains no simple closed curve, it is easy to see that any pair 2, y of 
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points of X can be joined by the unique arc. Fix a point p of X. For each point x of X, 
take the unique arc [p, x] joining p with x. A contracting homotopy {ft} with fa = id 
and f, (x) = p for each x is easily defined along with the arc [p, x]. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a space of dimension at most 1 and K be a compact metriz- 
able subspace K of X. The inclusion i : K L) X induces an injection i, : ii1 (K, x) + 
ir, (X, x) for z E K. 
Proof. Let a = (uu: U E CovF(K)) be an element of 
~@(~~,(X~,XU),~U,I*: U,V E CovF(K)) = ir,(K,x) 
such that i,(a) = e. Since K is closed in X, there is an extension V E CovF(X) of U, 
i.e., V t K = U. Take a refinement W E CovF(X) of V so that the order of W is at 
most 2. According to the definition of i, (see the appendix), iw(arc,w) = e. The nerve 
KJQ~K is a subcomplex of XW and iw : ~1 (Kw) + 7r, (XW) is injective, since the 
order of W < 2 and hence the above nerves are one-dimensional. Therefore, UK IW = e, 
which implies au = e. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. First we assume that X is compact and metrizable. Since the 
dimension of X is at most 1, X is the limit of an inverse sequence of finite graphs: 
X = lim(X,, qJ3+, : j < w), 
where qjj+l : X,+, + Xj are bonding maps. Let qj : X --f X, be the projection to the 
jth factor and let x3 = q3 (x). It is well known that the first Tech homotopy group 
+,(X,x) = +7(X,x) is naturally isomorphic to lirn(7r,(X,,~~),q~~+~*) so that the 
above homomorphism cp corresponds to the limit homomorphism 
lim qj* : 7r, (X, x) -+ lim7r, (X,, x3). 
For each j, let pj : 2, + Xj be the universal covering of X, which is an infinite tree and 
choose a point Ej from pj’ ({ xj }). Then, there exists a unique lifting ?&+, : X,+, + X, 
of qjj+l such that &+, (Ej+,) = Zj. 
Now suppose that a loop f : [0, l] + X is given so that [f]” = e. Let 5 : [O? l] + X, 
be the unique lifting of fj = qj f such that pj x = fj and f;(_o) = EJ. Since 
the composition map qj . f : [O: l] + X is null-homotopic, we ha_ve f, (1) = Zfi that 
is, fj is a loop. An easy computation shows that pj (Fjj+, . f,+,) = pL. fj and 
q773+1 .f,+, (0) = ?Ej = f3 (0). The uniqueness of the lifting implies that gj3+, . f,+, = f3. 
Let T3 = f3([0, 11). We obtain an inverse sequence (T,, qJll+, 1 T3+,: j < w) and the 
above equality shows that a map 
foe : [0, l] -+ T, = lim(T,, &+, 1 Tj+,: j < w) 
is induced by the sequence (fj: j < w) and consequently a loop. Also the sequence 
(pj 1 Tj: j < w) induces a map p, : T, -+ X satisfying the equality: p, . fl, = f. 
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Now the space T, is a one-dimensional continuum which is a continuous image of 
the closed interval, so it is locally connected. Since each TJ is a finite tree, it is easy 
to see that TX contains no simple closed curves. Lemma 2.1 applies to conclude that 
57, is contractible. The map f, which factors through a contractible space, is therefore 
null-homotopic. This completes the proof of the compact metrizable case. 
For a general case, suppose that a loop f : [O. l] + X is given so that [f]” = V. 
Observe that the image K = ,f([O. 11) IS compact metrizable. By Lemma 2.2, we have 
that [.f]” = c in iit (K, :c) and hence [f] = P by the above. This completes the proof. 0 
Remark 2.3. The above argument gives another proof of the Griffiths theorem about a 
presentation of the fundamental group of the Hawaiian earring [lo]. The essential part 
of Griffiths’ proof is the verification of the injectivity of a homomorphism 9 defined 
above. Our second proof of Theorem 1.1 in Appendix B shows that the construction of 
a null-homotopy in his argument can be avoided by employing the Borsuk’s theorem 
(Lemma 2.1). 
Remark 2.4. We have been concerned with the Tech homotopy group using finite covers. 
Our proof shows that Theorem 1.1 also holds for the first Tech homotopy group under 
the following hypothesis: Any M E Cov(X) has a refinement V E Cov(X) of order at 
most 2. 
Appendix A. eech homotopy groups 
The Tech homotopy group iin(X, .c) of a compact Hausdorff space X with a base 
point z E X is defined in [12, p. 1301, where it is called the shape group of X, as 
the limit group limpro-r,(X, z). It follows easily from the definition that the group is 
naturally isomorphic to 
l@ (7r,(X& ZU);pUI/: u ,< V, U, V E Cov(X)). 
For the second proof of Theorem 1.1 in Appendix B, it is important to have control 
of the distances between various continuous maps by the “size” of open covers. For this 
purpose, an explicit description of the group based on open covers, which is provided 
briefly in this appendix, is convenient. 
Let ~0 be a base point of X and choose an element zu E U for each 24 E Cov(X) 
so that 50 E ZU. For U, V E Cov(X) with U 6 I), let puv : V + U be a map such that 
V c puv(V) for each V E V and extend p~v to a simplicial map from the nerve XV 
to the nerve Xu, which is also denoted by puv. Define 
ii,(X>rcO) = lin+,(X~,Q).J?rnv*: U 6 V. u,v E Cov(X)). 
We define ii,“( X. ~0) similarly based on CovF(X). Let Z& E U be another element and 
p& : V ----) U another map satisfying the above conditions. Since ~0 E xu n XL. there is 
a l-simplex connecting zu and z&. Let au be a path from zu to Z& on the 1 -simplex 
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of Xu for each U. A path au induces a homomorphism between homotopy groups with 
different base points, which we denote by au*. Then, the next diagram is commutative. 
%(Xv,~v) =%(XvJ;) 
I I 
Hence the above definition does not depend on the choices of xu and puv. Any contin- 
uous map f : (X, ~0) + (Y. ~0) induces a homomorphism f* : ir, (X, 50) -+ ii, (Y, 1~0) as 
follows. Let 
%(Y, ~0) = l$n,(r;l. YuYZA), ~uv*: 24 < V) 
For each open cover 24 E Cov(Y), consider the cover f -‘U of X. The map f induces 
homomorphisms 
fu* :%(Xf-‘U,Xf-‘U) + 7rn(Yu,yu) for 24 E Cov(X) 
which satisfy the following diagram. 





%G+u, +u) - &* %L(Yu, Yu) 
Then (fu: U E Cov(X)) in d uces a homomorphism f* : ir, (X, xa) + ii, (Y, ya). 
Appendix B. An alternative proof of Theorem 1.1 
Here, we present another proof of Theorem 1.1 by constructing directly a homotopy 
between a loop f and the constant map, where [f]” = e. This follows the line of Griffiths’ 
proof [lo] where only the Hawaiian earring is treated. (See also [l l] and the appendix 
of [5].) Although this proof is longer than the one of Section 2, it contains more precise 
description of the homotopy and authors hope that the method of the construction may 
be applied to other situations. 
In the sequel, we shall use the notation [f]” for loops with different base points. Since 
the notation is always involved with nonessential loops in the first Tech homotopy, no 
confusion will be caused concerning the base points. The word ‘cover’ will mean ‘finite 
open cover’ in this section. We remark that the image Im(f) is always compact and 
metrizable for any loop f. 
Lemma B.l. Let X be a space of its dimension at most 1 and f be a loop in X 
with f(0) = 20 and [f]” = e. Let p be a compatible metric on Im(f). Suppose that 
P(ZO, f(t)) = maxb(z0, f(u)): u E [0, 11) = d. Then, there exist SO, sl E [0, I] such 
that SO < t -c .a, I = f(a), d/3 6 P(ZO, f(so)) 6 2d/3 and [f t [SO, ~111” = e. 
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Proof. For a cover U of X! define DU as the set of all pairs (z, y) E [O, I] x [O, 11 
satisfying the following properties: 
(1) 0: < t < :(/, d/3 < p(zo. f(x)), p(zo. f(:y)) < 2d/3; 
(2) There exists an element U E U such that f(x), f(y) E U and (f 1 [z! y])u is a 
null-homotopic loop at U in XU. 
Let U be a cover of X and take an arbitrary 0 < E < d/6. Since the dimension of X is 
at most 1. there exists a refinement V such that: 
(a) V has at most order 2; 
(b) The diameter of V n Im(f) is less than E for each V E V. 
We specify a direction on each one-dimensional simplex of XV. For each loop in XV 
there corresponds a word of the free group generated by the directed edges as in 113, 
pp. 135-1371. Then, the loop is null-homotopic if and only if the corresponding word 
is equivalent to the empty word. Since [f]” = e and so fv is null-homotopic, there 
is a reduction from the word corresponding to fv. say ‘~1, to the empty word. By the 
definition of fv, there are 0 = to < ti < . . < t, = 1 and VO. . , V, E V satisfying 
the required conditions in Section 1. Since the word ~1 corresponds to f [ [to, tl], . . f t 
[t,,,_~, t,,,] and the diameters of ,f( [ti, f2+i]) ‘s are less than d/3, there exists a pair (x, w) 
in {it;> t,): 0 < i < j < m}: such that f(z) and f(y) satisfy the condition (1). 
fv(x) = fv(~) and the word corresponding to (f t [x: 7~1)~ is equivalent to the empty 
word. That is, (.r, TV) E DV and DV is nonempty. Therefore, there exists a condensation 
point (se,sl) of Du’s, i.e., for any neighborhood W of (SO. SI ) and any cover M there 
exists a refinement V of U such that DV n U # 8. Then, SO < t < SI. f(so) = f(s~) 
and d/3 < p(zo, f(so)) < 2d/3. 
In order to see that [f t [SO; .s1]]” = F, let U be a cover. There exists EO > 0 such that 
any subset 5’ of Im(f) of diameter less than EO is contained in some U E U. Take 6 > 0 
so that 
p(f(s),.f(t)) < &o/2 if 1s - tl < 6. 
By the definition of SO and SI. there exist a refinement V of U and a pair (a, y) E Dv 
such that z < t < y, /SO - 51 < 6 and ]si - y] < 6. We only deal with the case SO < 3: 
and s I < y. Other cases can be treated similarly. Let g = f t [SO; .x] and h = f t [s, y/l. 
Then, f’ = g . .f t [x: y] . h 1s a loop homotopic to f. Let VO E V be the base point 
of fv and VI t 1/ be the element such that f(z), f(y) E VI. Then, we define paths 
gv from VO to VI and EV from VI to VO, as we did for a loop in Section 1. We may 
assume gu & is a loop in XU. Since the diameter of the set f([sg,z]) U f([sl, y/l) is 
less than ~0: f( [ .~O>.~l)Uf([~l,Yl)~ IS contained in some U E U and consequently gu . ?i, 
is a null-homotopic loop in XU. Since (f t [x1 y])v is null-homotopic, (f t [x, y])u is 
null-homotopic. Therefore, & is null-homotopic. Since (f 1 [SO, .sl])u is homotopic to 
.fh. (,f t [so, sI])u is null-homotopic as well. 0 
Alternative proof of Theorem 1.1. Let f be a loop in X with [f]” = e. We fix a 
metric p on Im(f) throughout this proof. We modify the proofs of Theorem A.1 of [5] 
and Theorem 3.2 of [2] to define a homotopy H: [O; l] x [0, l] 4 X between f and 
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the constant map f(0). As in the proof of these results, we define the homotopy H on 
a subset of [0, l] x [0, I] by induction. However unlike the proofs of those results, our 
definition will contain a branching process. We first introduce some notion. Let Seq be 
the set of finite sequences of nonnegative integers. For D E Seq, the length of g is 
denoted by ]g] and 0 = (a(O), , a(n - 1)): w h ere n = 101. The sequence obtained by 
adding i to 0 is denoted by u * (i) and the empty sequence is denoted by ( ). 
Let R( ) = [O: I] x [0, I]. Let H(s, 1) = f(s) and H(s, 0) = H(0, t) = H(l, t) = f(0) 
for 0 < s: t < 1 and also fc ) = f. 
(Stage ( )) In this stage we define rectangles R, for each sequence cr of length 1 
and define the map H on the closure of the complement of U{Rc,): n < w}. 
(Substage 0) Let d = max{p(f(O),f(s)): s E [O,l]}. If d = 0, f is constant and 
there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, take 0 < SO < sr < 1 as in Lemma 2. 
Define 
{ 
H(s, t) = f(s) forO<s<saorsr <s< 1, 1/2<t< 1; 
H(s, l/2) = f(so) for SO < s < SI 
and also fto) = f 1 [ SO, SI] and Rto) = [SO, SI] x [l/2, I]. Roughly speaking, we “cut off” 
an inessential part f / [ SO, SI] to make the image smaller and define a partial homotopy 
on [0, I] x [l/2, 11. The rectangle R(o) is the part on which the homotopy H is not 
defined. 
(Substage n+ 1) We have defined H(s, 1/27*‘) for 0 < s < 1 in Substep n. We make 
the above “cut off procedure” for [O! l] x [O: l/2”+‘] and the loop s H H(s, 1/2nf’) 
instead of f(s) = H(s, 1) to define a partial homotopy, fl*r) and the rectangle Rl,r) 
as in Substage 0. Then H is defined on a subset of the rectangle [O. l] x [ l/2”+’ ( l/2**] 
and in particular, on H(s, 1/2M2) for 0 < s < 1. 
Here we notice that the diameters of the loops s H H(s, 1/2n) (n < CYJ) converge 
to 0 and consequently the loops themselves converge to f(0). To see this, suppose the 
contrary. Since the “cut off procedure” does not increase the diameter of a loop, the 
assumption implies that the diameters of the loops s H H(s, l/2”) converges to a 
positive number do > 0. It means that the image Imf travels infinitely many times 
between points distant from f(0) by at most 3do/4 and points distant from f(0) by at 
least do. However, this contradicts the continuity of f. We remark that our definition will 
go through all the following stages g, unless d = 0 in the Substage 0 of Stage ( ). 
(Stage a) We have defined a loop f0 with its domain [a,, b,] and a rectangle R, of 
form [a,, bl x [G, v,]. Here, H(s,zJ) = fo(s) for uIT < s < b, and H(s,u) is constant 
for a, < s 6 b,. We work as in Stage ( ) replacing fc ) by fg and R( ) by R,. That is, 
we define the rectangles R,,(,) , loops fC*cn) and a partial homotopy H on R, applying 
Lemma 2 repeatedly. 
When the all stages are performed, we define the map H on a dense subset of [0, l] x 
[0, 11. However, there are still many points on which H has not been defined. Let IC be 
such a point. For each n, there exists a unique cn E Seq such that ]g] = n and z belongs 
to the interior of R,n. Since the diameters of the loops fg,, converge to 0, there exists 
a unique convergent point in Im(f). Let H(z) be the point. 
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Now, we verify the continuity of H. The continuity at the points defined right now 
is clear from the definition. Hence, it suffices to show the continuity at the boundaries 
for each rectangle R, = [n,. /I,] x [II,. ?:,I. Since R, C R, for an extension 7 of 
(T and int(R,) fl int(&) # 0 if and only if one of (r and T is an extension of the 
other, it suffices to verify the continuity in each R, = [a,, b,] x [un3 uo]. It is easy to 
see that H is continuous on the side edges { (I,~, 6,) x (u,. Pi,]. because H is defined 
on a neighborhood of each point of that edges at some stage. Observe that the loops 
.fm*{,,, (71 < x) converge to the base point of f0 for each 0 E Seq. Then, it is easy 
to see the continuity of H at the lower edge [a,. b,] x {71n}. What remains to be 
proved is the continuity at each point 3’ at the upper edge such that H is not totally 
defined on a neighborhood of r at any stage. In this case, there exists a unique sequence 
(T,, t Sq (n < 'm) such that lg,, 1 = rt and :1: belongs to the upper edge of R,,, 
Moreover, .c is not a corner point of R,?, Therefore, the continuity at :Z follows from 
the convergence of the values on edges of R,,, ‘s. q 
Note added in proof. After the present paper was sent to the publisher, Professor R. Con- 
ner informed the authors that a combination of the following results due to Curtis and 
Fort imply Theorem 1 .I for separable metrizable spaces. 
(1) For each one-dimentional space X and for each subspace Y of X, 7r1 (Y. ;v) is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of ~1 (X. ~1) [141. 
(2) For the Menger universal curve X. ~1 (X. J) is a subgroup of irl (X, Z) [ 1.51. 
The proof suggested by Professor Conner makes use of the fact that each one-dimensional 
separable metrizable space is topologically embedded into the Menger universal curve. 
The authors’ proof treats the topology of the spaces directly and applies to more general 
spaces. 
The authors would like to express their gratitude to Professor Conner for the above 
comment. 
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